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Memorandum

To: District 32 Republican Club

Re: Legislation & Politics

From: Chuck Serio, Legislative Committee Chairman

Date:                     April 4, 2017

Maryland General Assembly

HB 1/SB 230 – Maryland Healthy Working Families Act

The House and the Senate have each passed their chamber’s version of the proposal which will
require employers with fifteen or more employees to provide paid sick leave. It is possible that both
versions may pass both chambers and it will be up to the Governor to sign or veto either or both of
them. On the House side, Delegates Chang and Sophocleus are cosponsors. On March 3, the
Housed voted (88-51) to pass HB 1. District 32 Delegates Beidle, Chang and Sophocleus voted in
favor of the bill. In the Senate, SB 230 passed (29-18). Senator DeGrange voted NO. However,
both bills passed by veto proof margins.

Delegate Neil Parrott (R-Washington County) said of the bills, “To put another mandate on
companies is simply going to make it more difficult for employers to do business in the state. 1”

HB 1362/SB 835 – Sanctuary State

According to bill’s summary, the purpose of this bill is to prohibit “[a] specified government agent
from taking specified actions for immigration enforcement purposes; prohibiting a law enforcement
official from stopping, arresting, searching, or detaining an individual for purposes of investigating
a suspected immigration violation or inquiring about specified matters; requiring the Attorney
General, in consultation with stakeholders, to develop and adopt model policies for a specified
purpose; etc.” Delegates Beidle and Sophocleus are cosponsors of this bill. However, Delegate
Sophocleus voted against it when it came to the House floor on third reader. Delegate Mark
Chang also voted against it, while Delegate Beidle voted in favor of it. The bill passed the House
(83-55). The bill is now pending before the Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee.

HB 1325/SB 740 – Oil and Natural Gas – Hydraulic Fracturing - Prohibition

All of the delegates representing District 32 (Beidle, Chang and Sophocleus) are cosponsors of
this legislation that will completely prohibit fracking in the state of Maryland. Fracking “accounts
for one-half of the nation’s crude oil production and two-thirds of the natural gas production. 2” The

1 Dan Menefee, MarylandReporter.com, January 13, 2017
2 Kathy Hoekstra, The Daily Signal, December 21, 2016
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putative objection to the hydraulic fracturing (fracking) procedure is that fracking constitutes a
danger to the water supply. The opponents of fracking continue to raise this objection in spite of
the results of a five year, $29 million investigation conducted by the Obama Administration’s
Environmental Protection Agency that reported, in June 2015, that fracking, “did not find evidence
that these mechanisms have led to widespread, systemic impacts on drinking water resources in the
United States.3” However, in October of 2016, the EPA under pressure from the agency’s Science
Advisory Board and 51 members of Congress revised its statement to say, “Hydraulic Fracturing
for Oil and Gas: Impacts from the Hydraulic Fracturing Water Cycle on Drinking Water Resources
in the United States can affect drinking water resources under some circumstances.4” This revision
was made in spite of the fact that none of the evidence accumulated during the five year study had
changed.

On March 10, the House voted to pass the bill (97-40). The Senate followed suit on March 27 and
approved the ban (36-10). Senator DeGrange voted YES.

Federal

HR 1628 – American Health Care Act

The repeal and replace effort of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) by the Republicans crashed
and burned on March 24. It appears that the Administration and the House leadership were in too
much of a hurry to accomplish President Trump’s and the Republican Party’s promise to end the
curse of Obamacare. They failed to bring in all of the ideas that have been percolating among the
opponents of the government centered system that the Democrats had created. Some of the
Republican caucus refused to support any bill that discontinued the expansion of Medicaid or ending
the federal subsidies. Others opposed the continuing of federal subsidies via refundable tax credits.

There were claims that the Senate Parliamentarian would not permit a full repeal to be considered
under the reconciliation rules that precluded a Democrat filibuster. However, Senator Mike Lee of
Utah spoke to her and she said that she was not consulted until after it was introduced publicly.
Furthermore, she told Senator Lee that a full repeal could be considered if the proper phrasing was
used.

The fact is that in 2015 and 2016, all of the Republicans, except Susan Collins of Maine and Matt
Salmon of Arizona, voted for HR 3762, a total repeal of the Affordable Care Act and sent it to
President Obama who vetoed it. That exercise in the last session was apparently just grandstanding
for many Republicans. Speaker Paul Ryan, after the President’s successful veto, publicly promised
that if a Republican was in the White House in 2017 that Obamacare would be repealed. Senate
Majority Leader, Mitch McConnell, during his last re-election campaign said that Obamacare would
be removed “root and branch.”

It is time for the GOP leadership to get serious about its campaign promises.

3 Kathy Hoekstra, The Daily Signal, December 21, 2016
4 Ibid.
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https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/1628
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HB0001 2017 Regular Session


Entitled: Labor and Employment - Maryland Healthy Working Families
Act


Sponsored by:Delegate Clippinger


Status: In the Senate - Hearing 3/14 at 1:00 p.m.


Synopsis: Requiring employers that employ 15 or more employees to provide employees with earned sick and


safe leave that is paid at the same wage rate as the employee normally earns; requiring employers


with 14 or fewer employees to provide an employee with unpaid earned sick and safe leave; requiring


an employer who rehires an employee within 9 months of leaving to reinstate any of the employee's


unused sick and safe leave; authorizing a specified employer to deny a request to take earned sick


and safe leave under specified circumstances; etc.


Analysis: Fiscal and Policy Note (Revised)


All Sponsors: Delegates Clippinger, Davis, Anderson, Angel, Atterbeary, Barkley, B. Barnes, D. Barnes, Barron,


Barve, Branch, Brooks, Carr, Chang, Conaway, Cullison, Dumais, Ebersole, Fennell, Fraser-Hidalgo,


Frick, Frush, Gaines, Gilchrist, Glenn, Gutierrez, Hayes, Haynes, Healey, Hettleman, Hill, Hixson,


Holmes, C. Howard, Jackson, Jalisi, Jones, Kaiser, Kelly, Knotts, Korman, Krimm, Lafferty, Lam, J.


Lewis, R. Lewis, Lierman, Luedtke, McCray, McIntosh, A. Miller, Moon, Morales, Morhaim, Mosby,


Patterson, Pena-Melnyk, Pendergrass, Platt, Proctor, Queen, Reznik, Robinson, Rosenberg, Sample-


Hughes, Sanchez, Sophocleus, Stein, Sydnor, Tarlau, Turner, Valderrama, Vallario, Waldstreicher, A.


Washington, M. Washington, Wilkins, K. Young, and P. Young


Additional Facts: Cross-filed with: SB0230


Introduced in a prior session as: HB0580 Session: 2016 Regular Session


Bill File Type: Pre-Filed


Effective Date(s): January 1, 2018


Committee(s): Economic Matters Finance


Broad Subject(s): Private Sector Labor and Industry


State Government - Personnel
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Narrow Subject(s): Civil Actions -see also- Small Claims


Committees and Commissions -see also- Political Committees


Health -see also- Mental and Behavioral Health


Hearings


Inspections -see also- Motor Vehicle Inspection


Investigations and Inquiries -see also- Crim Bckgrnd Invest


Leave


Mental and Behavioral Health


Notices


Privacy


Records -see also- Land Records; Vital Records


Safety -see also- Cybersecurity; Occupational Safety


Salaries and Compensation -see also- Overtime; Reimb. Rates


Time


Work, Labor and Employment -see also- Col Barg; Holiday; etc


Statutes: Article - Labor and Employment


(2-106, 3-103, 3-1301 through 3-1311)


March 15, 2017 4:11 P.M.


Chamber Calendar Date Legislative Date Action Proceedings


House 9/29/2016 9/29/2016 Pre-filed


1/11/2017 1/11/2017 First Reading Economic Matters


1/25/2017 1/25/2017 Hearing 2/10 at 12:30 p.m.


2/27/2017 2/27/2017 Favorable with Amendments Report by Economic Matters


Favorable with Amendments {323090/1 Report Adopted 34


Special Order until 3/1 (Delegate Kipke) Adopted 34


3/1/2017 3/1/2017 Floor Amendment {873520/1 (Delegate Cluster) Rejected (53-85) 36


Floor Amendment {343529/1 (Delegate Afzali) Rejected (50-88) 36


Floor Amendment {303922/1 (Delegate Afzali) Rejected (52-87) 36


Floor Amendment {973927/1 (Delegate McKay) Rejected (51-88) 36


Floor Amendment {143223/1 (Delegate Carozza) Rejected (53-84) 36


Floor Amendment {373125/1 (Delegate Jacobs) Rejected (50-86) 36


Floor Amendment {543829/1 (Delegate Malone) Rejected (48-89) 36


Floor Amendment {103227/1 (Delegate Flanagan) 36


Motion vote previous question (Delegate Ebersole) Adopted 36


Floor Amendment (Delegate Flanagan) Rejected (48-89) 36


Floor Amendment {953926/1 (Delegate McMillan) Rejected 36
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Second Reading Passed with Amendments 36


3/3/2017 3/3/2017 Third Reading Passed (88-51) 38


Senate 3/6/2017 3/6/2017 First Reading Finance 37


3/14/2017 3/14/2017 Hearing 3/14 at 1:00 p.m.


March 14, 2017 9:37 A.M.
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MarylandReporter.com (http://marylandreporter.com/2017/01/13/republicans-still-not-enthused-about-mandating-sick-leave-


even-hogans-compromise/)


By Dan Menefee


For MarylandReporter.com


As the very first piece of legislation, Democrat lawmakers have reintroduced the Maryland


Healthy Working Families Act, the paid sick leave bill, which passed the House in a party line vote


last year but failed to move in the Senate.


This year’s House bill, HB01, (http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmMain.aspx?id=HB0001&stab=01&


pid=billpage&tab=subject3&ys=2017RS) will compete with a measure recently announced by Gov. Larry


Hogan (http://governor.maryland.gov/2016/12/07/governor-larry-hogan-announces-common-sense-paid-sick-leave-


legislation/) . But some Republican lawmakers are not enthusiastic about Hogan’s compromise,


even though it is less burdensome to businesses than the House bill.


“I’m realistic,” House Minority Leader Nicholaus Kipke said in an interview. “I believe the House


is going to pass a very onerous requirement on employers this year and this initiative by Governor


Hogan does the best job we can do to protect those employers that are vulnerable to the


unintended consequences” of the House bill.


“Maryland has layer after layer of regulations, extremely high taxes — and when you add all these


things up Maryland becomes a very difficult place to do business,”


Kipke, R-Anne Arundel, said he personally knew of businesses that were avoiding Maryland and


anchoring in Virginia and Delaware where the business climate is “more profitable.”


“These are not typical red states like Alabama — they’re just more business friendly,” he said.


“The risk is lower in these states and the return on investment is higher.”


Outnumbered by pressure from Montgomery


“I’d rather have no law at all,” said House Minority Whip Kathy Szeliga. “I believe that


government gets in the way of creating jobs but I’m realistic and we know we are outnumbered.


The Democrats have been bringing this issue up year after year and eventually they’re going to


pass something. The governor’s bill is a reasonable compromise.”


She said recent enactment of a sick leave law in Montgomery County has put even more pressure


on the Democrat majority to pass a bill of their own. Montgomery County’s paid sick leave law


went into effect in October.


Under Hogan’s plan, employers with more than 50 workers would be required to offer up to 40


hours per year of sick leave — and allow workers to roll over up to 40 hours a year. The House bill


sponsored by Dels. Luke Clippinger and Dereck Davis requires accrual of sick pay for companies


with just 15 or more workers.


Hogan’s bill would preempt local action like Montgomery County.
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is going to pass a very onerous requirement on employers this year and this initiative by Governor
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“I’d rather have no law at all,” said House Minority Whip Kathy Szeliga. “I believe that
government gets in the way of creating jobs 







Szeliga said larger companies with more than 50 employees would not feel the pinch as much


under Hogan’s plan because larger companies normally offer some form of paid sick leave.


“I don’t know a company with over 50 employees that doesn’t offer paid time off,” she said.


She said Hogan’s plan gives employers with less than 50 workers tax incentives to offer sick leave


while the House bill does not.


Hogan’s plan ‘most palatable’


Senate Minority Leader J.B. Jennings echoed the sentiments of Kipke and Szeliga and said he


opposed the sick leave bill in prior years.


“But like anything you find in Annapolis, Democrats keep putting the bill in year after year and


they slowly wear everybody down until it gets to the point where you have to come up with a


compromise so the issue doesn’t go too far left.”


“I’m not saying I’m on board with the governor’s bill,” Jennings said. “But of the two bills his is


the most palatable and the least constrictive to businesses.”


Del. Neil Parrott, R-Washington, agreed that Hogan’s bill is “far more business friendly” but he


would not support it if there is a “requirement” that employers offer paid sick leave.


“I understand the governor’s effort to be bipartisan and reach out to Democrats but both bills put


an undue burden on businesses so I won’t be able to support either one,” he said.


He said neighboring states would become even more attractive for businesses with passage of


either bill.


Parrott said his Washington County district borders states of Pennsylvania, Virginia and West


Virginia, which have better business-friendly rankings with the non-partisan Tax Foundation


(http://taxfoundation.org/article/2017-state-business-tax-climate-index) .


“To put another mandate on companies is simply going to make it more difficult for employers to


do business in the state,” Parrott said. “In these two bills Maryland is saying we’re going to pass


another business mandate when companies are already not doing so well.”


Other GOP legislators who did not wish to be quoted agreed with Parrott and Kipke’s sentiments.


On Thursday, Senate President Mike Miller said he supported the House measure. Hogan’s plan


he said would deny the benefit to many Marylanders who work for smaller companies.


“There are so many people in the workforce who would be left out of the Governor’s proposal,”


Miller told MarylandReporter.com.


Republicans still not enthused about mandating sick leave, even Hogan’s compromise | MarylandReporter.com
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Del. Neil Parrott, R-Washington, agreed that Hogan’s bill is “far more business friendly” but he
would not support it if there is a “requirement” that employers offer paid sick leave.
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Calendar Date: Mar 3, 2017 11:55 AMSEQ NO. 248
Legislative Date: Mar 3, 2017Presiding: Speaker Busch


General Assembly of Maryland
Maryland House of Delegates


2017 Regular Session
Explanation of Motions & Actions


HB 1
Third Reading (HB) Calendar No.21
Del. Clippinger et al (ECM)


Labor and Employment - Maryland Healthy Working
Families Act
On Third Reading


88 Yeas 51 Nays 0 Not Voting 0 Excused (Absent) 2 Absent


Voting Yea - 88


Speaker Busch Davis Holmes Luedtke Sample-Hughes
Ali Dumais Howard, C. McCray Sanchez
Anderson Ebersole Jackson McIntosh Sophocleus
Angel Fennell Jalisi Miller, A. Stein
Atterbeary Fraser-Hidalgo Jameson Moon Sydnor
Barkley Frick Jones Morales Tarlau
Barnes, B. Frush Kaiser Morhaim Turner
Barnes, D. Gaines Kelly Mosby Valderrama
Barron Gibson Knotts Patterson Valentino-Smith
Barve Gilchrist Korman Pena-Melnyk Vallario
Beidle Glenn Kramer Pendergrass Waldstreicher
Branch Gutierrez Krimm Platt Walker
Brooks Hayes Lafferty Proctor Washington, A.
Carr Haynes Lam Queen Washington, M.
Chang Healey Lewis, J. Reznik Wilkins
Clippinger Hettleman Lewis, R. Robinson Young, K.
Conaway Hill Lierman Rosenberg Young, P.
Cullison Hixson Lisanti


Voting Nay - 51


Adams Ciliberti Howard, S. McDonough Rey
Afzali Clark Impallaria McKay Rose
Anderton Cluster Jacobs McMillan Saab
Arentz Fisher Kipke Metzgar Shoemaker
Aumann Flanagan Krebs Miele Szeliga
Beitzel Folden Long Miller, W. Vogt
Bromwell Ghrist Malone Morgan West
Buckel Glass Mautz Otto Wilson, B.
Carey Grammer McComas Parrott Wilson, C.
Carozza Hornberger McConkey Reilly Wivell
Cassilly


Not Voting - 0


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 2


Kittleman Simonaire


GAM-House Vote Record 0248 - 2017 Regular Session
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SB0230 2017 Regular Session


Entitled: Labor and Employment - Maryland Healthy Working Families
Act


Sponsored by:Senator Middleton


Status: In the House - First Reading Economic Matters


Synopsis: Requiring employers that employ 15 or more employees to provide employees with earned sick and


safe leave that is paid at the same wage rate as the employee normally earns; requiring employers


with 14 or fewer employees to provide unpaid earned sick and safe leave; prohibiting an employer


from being required to pay a tipped employee more than a specified wage for earned sick and safe


leave; requiring the Commissioner of Labor and Industry to develop a specified model paid sick and


safe leave policy for use by specified employers; etc.


Analysis: Fiscal and Policy Note


All Sponsors: Senators Middleton, Astle, Benson, Conway, Currie, Feldman, Ferguson, Guzzone, Kagan,


Kasemeyer, King, Lee, Madaleno, Manno, McFadden, Peters, Pinsky, Ramirez, Robinson, Nathan-


Pulliam, Rosapepe, Smith, Young, and Zucker


Additional Facts: Cross-filed with: HB0001


Introduced in a prior session as: SB0472 Session: 2016 Regular Session


Bill File Type: Regular


Effective Date(s): January 1, 2018


Committee(s): Finance Economic Matters


Broad Subject(s): Private Sector Labor and Industry


State Government - Personnel


Narrow Subject(s): Civil Actions -see also- Small Claims


Committees and Commissions -see also- Political Committees


Health -see also- Mental and Behavioral Health


Hearings


Inspections -see also- Motor Vehicle Inspection


Investigations and Inquiries -see also- Crim Bckgrnd Invest


Leave


Mental and Behavioral Health


Notices


Privacy


Records -see also- Land Records; Vital Records


Rules and Regulations


Safety -see also- Cybersecurity; Occupational Safety


Salaries and Compensation -see also- Overtime; Reimb. Rates


Time


Work, Labor and Employment -see also- Col Barg; Holiday; etc


GAM-SB0230 History 2017 Regular Session
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Statutes: Article - Labor and Employment


(2-106, 3-103, 3-1301 through 3-1311)


March 17, 2017 3:45 P.M.


Chamber
Calendar


Date


Legislative


Date
Action Proceedings


Senate 1/19/2017 1/19/2017 First Reading Finance


1/24/2017 1/24/2017 Hearing 2/09 at 1:00 p.m.


3/7/2017 3/7/2017 Favorable with Amendments Report by Finance


3/8/2017 3/8/2017 Favorable with Amendments {717870/1 39


Special Order until 3/9 (Senator Cassilly) Adopted 39


3/9/2017 3/9/2017 Favorable with Amendments {717870/1 40


Committee Amendment Adopted 40


3/10/2017 3/9/2017 Motion to Reconsider Committee Amendment (Senator Middleton)


Adopted


40


3/9/2017 3/9/2017 Committee Amendment Withdrawn 40


Substitute Committee Amendment {717870/2 Adopted 40


Special Order until 3/10 (Senator Middleton) Adopted 40


3/10/2017 3/10/2017 Floor Amendment {943122/1 (Senator Middleton) Adopted 41


Floor Amendment {103428/1 (Senator Middleton) Adopted 41


Favorable with Amendments Report Adopted (25-19) 41


Motion Postpone Indefinitely (Senator Cassilly) Rejected (19-27) 41


Floor Amendment {223624/1 (Senator Norman) Rejected (17-28) 41


Floor Amendment {743823/3 (Senator Serafini) Rejected (18-27) 41


Floor Amendment {923327/1 (Senator Simonaire) Rejected (18-25) 41


Floor Amendment {323223/1 (Senator Hough) Rejected (17-27) 41


Floor Amendment {283323/1 (Senator Ready) Rejected (18-27) 41


Floor Amendment {463028/1 (Senator Brochin) Withdrawn 41


Floor Amendment {803122/1 (Senator Brochin) Rejected (16-26) 41


Floor Amendment {923529/1 (Senator Hershey) Adopted (27-19) 41


Floor Amendment {963329/1 (Senator Edwards) Rejected (18-26) 41


Floor Amendment {993727/1 (Senator Salling) Rejected (18-26) 41


Floor Amendment {783929/1 (Senator Bates) Rejected (16-27) 41


Floor Amendment {753120/1 (Senator Cassilly) Rejected (16-28) 41


GAM-SB0230 History 2017 Regular Session
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Floor Amendment {903527/1 (Senator Hershey) Rejected (19-25) 41


Floor Amendment {523227/1 (Senator Serafini) Rejected (16-28) 41


Floor Amendment {523229/1 (Senator Cassilly) Rejected (19-26) 41


Second Reading Passed with Amendments 41


3/14/2017 3/14/2017 Motion Returned Second Reading (Senator Middleton) Adopted 43


Floor Amendment {973625/1 (Senator Middleton) Adopted 43


Floor Amendment {403522/2 (Senator Zirkin) 43


Laid Over (Senator Jennings) Adopted 43


3/15/2017 3/15/2017 Floor Amendment {403522/2 (Senator Zirkin) Rejected (20-26) 44


Floor Amendment {823521/1 (Senator Brochin) Rejected (20-27) 44


Floor Amendment {863423/1 (Senator Brochin) Rejected (17-28) 44


Floor Amendment {973528/1 (Senator Brochin) Rejected (15-32) 44


Second Reading Passed with Amendments 44


3/16/2017 3/16/2017 Third Reading Passed (29-18) 45


House 3/16/2017 3/13/2017 First Reading Economic Matters 47


March 16, 2017 12:56 P.M.
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Calendar Date: Mar 16, 2017 11:47 AMSEQ NO. 603
Legislative Date: Mar 16, 2017In Chair: Mr. President


General Assembly of Maryland


Senate of Maryland
2017 Regular Session


Explanation of Motions & Actions


SB 230
Third Reading (SB) Calendar No.51
Sen. Middleton et al (FIN)


Labor and Employment - Maryland Healthy Working


Families Act


On Third Reading


29 Yeas 18 Nays 0 Not Voting 0 Excused (Absent) 0 Absent


Voting Yea - 29


Mr. President Kelley Oaks
Astle King Peters
Benson Lee Pinsky
Conway Madaleno Ramirez
Currie Manno Robinson
Feldman Mathias Rosapepe
Ferguson McFadden Smith
Guzzone Middleton Young
Kagan Muse Zucker
Kasemeyer Nathan-Pulliam


Voting Nay - 18


Bates Hershey Reilly
Brochin Hough Salling
Cassilly Jennings Serafini
DeGrange Klausmeier Simonaire
Eckardt Norman Waugh
Edwards Ready Zirkin


Not Voting - 0


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 0


GAM-Senate Vote Record 0603 - 2017 Regular Session
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		HB0001 Summary (mandatory sick leave) .pdf

		MarylandReporter on sick leave011317r.pdf

		House Committee Roll Call

		Roll Call (House) HB 1

		SB 230 Summary - Mandatory Sick Leave

		Roll Call (Senate Finance Committee)

		Roll Call (Senate) SB 230 - Mandatore Sick Leave






HB1362 2017 Regular Session


Entitled: Criminal Procedure - Immigration - Community Trust


Sponsored by:Delegate Morales


Status: In the House - Second Reading Passed with Amendments


Synopsis: Prohibiting a specified government agent from taking specified actions for immigration enforcement


purposes; prohibiting a law enforcement official from stopping, arresting, searching, or detaining an


individual for purposes of investigating a suspected immigration violation or inquiring about specified


matters; requiring the Attorney General, in consultation with stakeholders, to develop and adopt model


policies for a specified purpose; etc.


Analysis: Fiscal and Policy Note


All Sponsors: Delegates Morales, Sanchez, Pena-Melnyk, Gutierrez, Anderson, Angel, Atterbeary, Barkley, B.


Barnes, D. Barnes, Barve, Beidle, Brooks, Carr, Clippinger, Conaway, Cullison, Davis, Dumais,


Ebersole, Fennell, Fraser-Hidalgo, Frush, Gaines, Gilchrist, Glenn, Hayes, Haynes, Healey,


Hettleman, Hill, Hixson, Holmes, C. Howard, Jackson, Jameson, Jones, Kaiser, Kelly, Knotts, Korman,


Kramer, Lafferty, Lam, R. Lewis, Lierman, Luedtke, McCray, McIntosh, A. Miller, Moon, Morhaim,


Mosby, Oaks, Patterson, Pendergrass, Platt, Proctor, Queen, Reznik, Robinson, Rosenberg, Sample-


Hughes, Sophocleus, Stein, Sydnor, Tarlau, Turner, Valderrama, Valentino-Smith, Vallario,


Waldstreicher, A. Washington, M. Washington, Wilkins, K. Young, P. Young, and Ali


Additional Facts: Cross-filed with: SB0835


Introduced in a prior session as: HB0029 Session: 2014 Regular Session


Bill File Type: Regular


Effective Date(s): October 1, 2017


Committee(s): Judiciary


Broad Subject(s): Criminal Law - Procedure


Narrow Subject(s): Arrests


Attorney General


Data -see also- Census; Demographics


Immigrants and Citizenship -see also- Residency


Law Enforcement -see also- State Police, Department of


Search and Seizure


Warrants


Statutes: Article - Criminal Procedure


(5-103)


March 20, 2017 2:01 P.M.
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Chamber Calendar Date Legislative Date Action Proceedings


House 2/10/2017 2/10/2017 First Reading Judiciary


Hearing 2/28 at 1:00 p.m.


3/20/2017 3/20/2017 Favorable with Amendments Report by Judiciary


3/20/2017 3/16/2017 Favorable with Amendments {282717/1 Report Adopted 50


Special Order until later today (Delegate Kipke) Adopted 50


Floor Amendment {383428/1 (Delegate Kipke) Rejected (52-82) 50


Second Reading Passed with Amendments 50


March 20, 2017 2:00 P.M.


GAM-HB1362 History 2017 Regular Session
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Calendar Date: Mar 20, 2017 9:21 PMSEQ NO. 838
Legislative Date: Mar 17, 2017Presiding: Speaker Busch


General Assembly of Maryland


Maryland House of Delegates
2017 Regular Session


Explanation of Motions & Actions


HB 1362
Third Reading (HB) Calendar No.94
Del. Morales et al (JUD)


Criminal Procedure - Immigration - Community Trust


On Third Reading


83 Yeas 55 Nays 3 Not Voting 0 Excused (Absent) 0 Absent


Voting Yea - 83


Speaker Busch Dumais Holmes McCray Sample-Hughes
Ali Ebersole Howard, C. McIntosh Sanchez
Anderson Fennell Jackson Miller, A. Stein
Angel Fraser-Hidalgo Jameson Moon Sydnor
Atterbeary Frick Jones Morales Tarlau
Barkley Frush Kaiser Morhaim Turner
Barnes, B. Gaines Kelly Mosby Valderrama
Barnes, D. Gibson Knotts Patterson Valentino-Smith
Barve Gilchrist Korman Pena-Melnyk Vallario
Beidle Glenn Kramer Pendergrass Waldstreicher
Branch Gutierrez Krimm Platt Walker
Brooks Hayes Lafferty Proctor Washington, A.
Carr Haynes Lam Queen Washington, M.
Clippinger Healey Lewis, J. Reznik Wilkins
Conaway Hettleman Lewis, R. Robinson Young, K.
Cullison Hill Lierman Rosenberg Young, P.
Davis Hixson Luedtke


Voting Nay - 55


Adams Chang Howard, S. McConkey Rey
Afzali Ciliberti Impallaria McDonough Rose
Anderton Clark Jacobs McKay Saab
Arentz Cluster Kipke McMillan Shoemaker
Aumann Fisher Kittleman Metzgar Simonaire
Beitzel Flanagan Krebs Miele Sophocleus
Bromwell Folden Lisanti Miller, W. Szeliga
Buckel Ghrist Long Morgan Vogt
Carey Glass Malone Otto West
Carozza Grammer Mautz Parrott Wilson, B.
Cassilly Hornberger McComas Reilly Wivell


Not Voting - 3


Barron Jalisi Wilson, C.


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 0


GAM-House Vote Record 0838 - 2017 Regular Session
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SB0740 2017 Regular Session


Entitled: Oil and Natural Gas - Hydraulic Fracturing - Prohibition


Sponsored by:Senator Zirkin


Status: In the Senate - Hearing 2/28 at 1:00 p.m.


Synopsis: Prohibiting a person from engaging in the hydraulic fracturing of a well for the exploration or


production of oil or natural gas in the State; repealing a provision of law that requires the Department


of the Environment to adopt specified regulations; and repealing a provision of law that prohibits the


Department from issuing a specified permit until October 1, 2017.


Analysis: Fiscal and Policy Note


All Sponsors: Senators Zirkin, Astle, Brochin, Currie, Feldman, Ferguson, Guzzone, Kagan, Kelley, King, Lee,


Madaleno, Manno, McFadden, Muse, Nathan-Pulliam, Pinsky, Ramirez, Robinson, Rosapepe, Smith,


Young, and Zucker


Additional Facts: Cross-filed with: HB1325


Bill File Type: Regular


Effective Date(s): October 1, 2017


Committee(s): Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs


Broad Subject(s): Environment


Natural Resources - Generally


Narrow Subject(s): Environment, Department of


Fuel -see also- Coal


Hydraulic Fracturing -see also- Wells


Licenses -see also- Alcoholic Bev Lic; Drivers' Licenses


Rules and Regulations


Statutes: Article - Environment


(14-107.1)


March 1, 2017 9:21 A.M.


Chamber Calendar Date Legislative Date Action Proceedings


Senate 2/3/2017 2/3/2017 First Reading Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs


2/8/2017 2/8/2017 Hearing 2/28 at 1:00 p.m.


February 8, 2017 5:08 P.M.
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HB1325 2017 Regular Session


Entitled: Oil and Natural Gas - Hydraulic Fracturing - Prohibition


Sponsored by:Delegate Fraser-Hidalgo


Status: In the Senate - Second Reading Passed


Synopsis: Prohibiting a person from engaging in the hydraulic fracturing of a well for the exploration or


production of oil or natural gas in the State; repealing a provision of law that requires the Department


of the Environment to adopt specified regulations; and repealing a provision of law that prohibits the


Department from issuing a specified permit until October 1, 2017.


Analysis: Fiscal and Policy Note


All Sponsors: Delegates Fraser-Hidalgo, Robinson, Barve, Anderson, Angel, Atterbeary, Barkley, B. Barnes, D.


Barnes, Barron, Beidle, Branch, Bromwell, Brooks, Carr, Chang, Conaway, Cullison, Dumais,


Ebersole, Fennell, Frush, Gutierrez, Haynes, Healey, Hettleman, Hill, Hixson, Holmes, Jackson,


Jameson, Jones, Kaiser, Kelly, Knotts, Kramer, Krimm, Lafferty, Lam, R. Lewis, Lierman, Lisanti,


Luedtke, McIntosh, A. Miller, Moon, Morales, Morhaim, Oaks, Pena-Melnyk, Pendergrass, Platt,


Queen, Reznik, Rosenberg, Sanchez, Sophocleus, Stein, Turner, Valderrama, Vallario, Waldstreicher,


A. Washington, M. Washington, Wilkins, K. Young, Mosby, and Gilchrist


Additional Facts: Cross-filed with: SB0740


Bill File Type: Regular


Effective Date(s): October 1, 2017


Committee(s): Environment and Transportation Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs


Broad Subject(s): Environment


Natural Resources - Generally


Narrow Subject(s): Environment, Department of


Fuel -see also- Coal


Hydraulic Fracturing -see also- Wells


Licenses -see also- Alcoholic Bev Lic; Drivers' Licenses


Rules and Regulations


Statutes: Article - Environment


(14-107.1)


March 14, 2017 9:24 A.M.


Chamber
Calendar


Date


Legislative


Date
Action Proceedings


House 2/10/2017 2/10/2017 First Reading Environment and Transportation


2/13/2017 2/13/2017 Hearing 2/22 at 1:00 p.m.


GAM-HB1325 History 2017 Regular Session
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3/6/2017 3/6/2017 Favorable with Amendments Report by Environment and


Transportation


3/7/2017 3/7/2017 Favorable with Amendments {200614/1 Report Adopted 40


Special Order until 3/08 (Delegate McKay) Adopted 40


3/8/2017 3/8/2017 Floor Amendment {433428/1 (Delegate Buckel) Rejected (41-90) 41


Floor Amendment {583222/1 (Delegate Hornberger) Rejected


(44-86)


41


Second Reading Passed with Amendments 41


3/10/2017 3/10/2017 Motion vote previous question (Delegate Gilchrist) Adopted 43


Third Reading Passed (97-40) 43


Senate 3/13/2017 3/13/2017 First Reading Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs 42


3/23/2017 3/23/2017 Favorable Report by Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs


3/23/2017 3/21/2017 Favorable 50


Special Order until 3/24 (Senator Jennings) Adopted 50


3/24/2017 3/22/2017 Favorable Report Adopted (35-12) 51


Second Reading Passed 51


March 24, 2017 12:20 P.M.


GAM-HB1325 History 2017 Regular Session
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Calendar Date: Mar 10, 2017 2:18 PMSEQ NO. 406
Legislative Date: Mar 10, 2017Presiding: Speaker Busch


General Assembly of Maryland


Maryland House of Delegates
2017 Regular Session


Explanation of Motions & Actions


HB 1325
Third Reading (HB) Calendar No.38
Del. Fraser-Hidalgo et al (ENV)


Oil and Natural Gas - Hydraulic Fracturing -


Prohibition


On Third Reading


97 Yeas 40 Nays 0 Not Voting 0 Excused (Absent) 4 Absent


Voting Yea - 97


Speaker Busch Clippinger Hill Lisanti Rosenberg
Ali Conaway Hixson Luedtke Sanchez
Anderson Cullison Holmes McCray Sophocleus
Anderton Davis Howard, C. McIntosh Stein
Angel Dumais Jackson McMillan Sydnor
Atterbeary Ebersole Jalisi Miele Tarlau
Aumann Fennell Jameson Miller, A. Turner
Barkley Flanagan Jones Moon Valderrama
Barnes, B. Fraser-Hidalgo Kaiser Morales Valentino-Smith
Barnes, D. Frick Kelly Morhaim Vallario
Barron Frush Knotts Mosby Waldstreicher
Barve Gaines Korman Patterson Washington, A.
Beidle Gibson Kramer Pena-Melnyk Washington, M.
Branch Gilchrist Krimm Pendergrass West
Bromwell Glenn Lafferty Platt Wilkins
Brooks Gutierrez Lam Proctor Wilson, C.
Carey Hayes Lewis, J. Queen Wivell
Carr Haynes Lewis, R. Reznik Young, K.
Cassilly Healey Lierman Robinson Young, P.
Chang Hettleman


Voting Nay - 40


Adams Fisher Jacobs McDonough Rey
Afzali Folden Kipke McKay Rose
Beitzel Ghrist Kittleman Metzgar Saab
Buckel Glass Krebs Miller, W. Shoemaker
Carozza Grammer Long Morgan Simonaire
Ciliberti Hornberger Malone Otto Szeliga
Clark Howard, S. McComas Parrott Vogt
Cluster Impallaria McConkey Reilly Wilson, B.


Not Voting - 0


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 4


Arentz Mautz Sample-Hughes Walker


GAM-House Vote Record 0406 - 2017 Regular Session
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Calendar Date: Mar 24, 2017 12:18 PMSEQ NO. 808
Legislative Date: Mar 22, 2017In Chair: Mr. President


General Assembly of Maryland


Senate of Maryland
2017 Regular Session


Explanation of Motions & Actions


HB 1325
Special Orders
Del. Fraser-Hidalgo et al


Oil and Natural Gas - Hydraulic Fracturing -


Prohibition


Question is on the adp of the favorable report.


35 Yeas 12 Nays 0 Not Voting 0 Excused (Absent) 0 Absent


Voting Yea - 35


Mr. President Kelley Peters
Astle King Pinsky
Benson Klausmeier Ramirez
Brochin Lee Reilly
Conway Madaleno Robinson
Currie Manno Rosapepe
DeGrange Mathias Simonaire
Feldman McFadden Smith
Ferguson Middleton Young
Guzzone Muse Zirkin
Kagan Nathan-Pulliam Zucker
Kasemeyer Oaks


Voting Nay - 12


Bates Hershey Ready
Cassilly Hough Salling
Eckardt Jennings Serafini
Edwards Norman Waugh


Not Voting - 0


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 0


GAM-Senate Vote Record 0808 - 2017 Regular Session
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Calendar Date: Mar 27, 2017 7:42 PMSEQ NO. 842
Legislative Date: Mar 23, 2017In Chair: Mr. President


General Assembly of Maryland


Senate of Maryland
2017 Regular Session


Explanation of Motions & Actions


HB 1325
Third Reading (HB) Calendar No.9
Del. Fraser-Hidalgo et al (EHE)


Oil and Natural Gas - Hydraulic Fracturing -


Prohibition


On third reading


36 Yeas 10 Nays 0 Not Voting 0 Excused (Absent) 1 Absent


Voting Yea - 36


Mr. President Kasemeyer Oaks
Astle Kelley Peters
Benson King Pinsky
Brochin Klausmeier Ramirez
Cassilly Lee Reilly
Conway Madaleno Robinson
Currie Manno Rosapepe
DeGrange Mathias Simonaire
Feldman McFadden Smith
Ferguson Middleton Young
Guzzone Muse Zirkin
Kagan Nathan-Pulliam Zucker


Voting Nay - 10


Bates Hough Salling
Eckardt Jennings Serafini
Edwards Ready Waugh
Hershey


Not Voting - 0


Excused from Voting - 0


Excused (Absent) - 1


Norman


GAM-Senate Vote Record 0842 - 2017 Regular Session
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More on This Bill


CBO Cost Estimates [0]


Subject — Policy Area:


Health


View subjects


H.R.1628 - American Health Care Act of 2017
115th Congress (2017-2018) | Get alerts


Legislation Congressional Record Committees Members


Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Sponsor: Rep. Black, Diane [R-TN-6] (Introduced 03/20/2017)


Committees: House - Budget


Committee Reports: H. Rept. 115-52


Latest Action: 03/24/2017 POSTPONED PROCEEDINGS - Pursuant to clause 1(c) of rule 19, further consideration


of H.R. 1628 is postponed. (All Actions)


Tracker:


All Bill Information (Except Text)Summary: H.R.1628 — 115th Congress (2017-2018)


There is one summary for H.R.1628. Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:


Introduced in House (03/20/2017)


American Health Care Act of 2017


This bill amends the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) to eliminate funding for the Prevention and Public Health Fund and increase funding for community


health centers.


Summary (1) Text (1) Actions (5) Titles (3) Amendments (1) Cosponsors (0) Committees (1) Related Bills (1)


Listen to this page


H.R.1628 - 115th Congress (2017-2018): American Health Care Act of 2017 | Congress.gov | Library of Congress
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For one year, certain federal funds may not be made available to states for payments to certain family planning providers (e.g., Planned Parenthood Federation of America).


The bill amends title XIX (Medicaid) of the Social Security Act (SSAct) to limit, based on enrollment, federal funding for Medicaid beginning in FY2020.


Beginning in 2020, the bill eliminates: (1) the enhanced federal matching rate for new enrollees made eligible for Medicaid by PPACA, and (2) the state option to extend


Medicaid coverage to such enrollees. At least every six months, states must redetermine the eligibility of enrollees made eligible for Medicaid by PPACA.


The bill repeals other changes made to Medicaid by PPACA and modifies additional Medicaid provisions.


Cost sharing reductions for low-income individuals are eliminated after 2019.


This bill amends the SSAct to establish the Patient and State Stability Fund to provide funding to states for the stabilization of health insurance premiums and other purposes.


Health insurers must increase premiums by 30% for one year for enrollees who have not maintained continuous coverage over the previous year.


The bill amends the Internal Revenue Code to modify premium subsidies and eliminate the subsidies after 2019.


The bill repeals the small employer tax credit for employee health insurance expenses, the penalties associated with the individual and large employer mandates for minimum


essential health coverage, and other PPACA taxes and tax increases.


The bill establishes a refundable tax credit in 2020 for certain taxpayers who purchase health insurance on the individual market.


The bill revises rules for health savings accounts.


H.R.1628 - 115th Congress (2017-2018): American Health Care Act of 2017 | Congress.gov | Library of Congress
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By: Daniel Horowitz | March 07, 2017


RINO-CARE: A MORE INSOLVENT VERSION OF


OBAMACARE … EXCEPT THIS TIME GOP OWNS IT


The first thing to understand about the GOP healthcare bill is that it is not merely


Obamacare-lite or a bad “replacement” bill. It doesn’t repeal the core of Obamacare in the first


place. In fact, the few parts that it repeals or tweaks within a few years will actually intensify the


death spiral of Obamacare when mixed with the core regulatory structure, exacerbated by the


subsidies that they do keep. And this time, the GOP will own it politically. All of it.


The most dangerous myth about the GOP plan is that it repeals Obamacare. At least if GOP leadership would


be honest and say they are too scared to repeal the ACA and are just tweaking it a few years from now (after


the death spiral is made worse), then we can blame the Democrats for voting for it. Now that a bill codifying


Obamacare in the worst possible form is being sold as “repeal and replace,” Republicans have bailed out


Democrats from their most toxic political issue without securing a single concession.


Regulations, spending, mandates, subsidies, and taxes


RINO-Care: A more insolvent version of Obamacare … except this time GOP owns it


1 of 4 3/8/2017 10:54 PM
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The basic structure of this plan is what I outlined last week after the first draft was leaked to the media. There


is no discussion of lowering prices, fostering a revolution of choice, competition, portability,


cost-consciousness, or breaking down the barriers between consumer and provider. That is because most of


the regulatory structure and the exchanges are left in place. 


There is no innovation, and no way to lower costs. While some of the regulations are tweaked with more


flexibility, the 800-pound gorilla in the room — guaranteed issue mixed with community rating (which is


responsible for almost all of the premium hikes) — is left in place. Nor does this bill repeal the mandated


essential benefits, which require insurers to cover a specific number of people and sex change operations,


maternity care for men, etc. 


And even the repeal of actuarial value “metal” requirements (platinum, gold, silver, bronze) — the most positive


of the outlined changes — would not take place until the 2020 plans.


Amazingly, while the “American Health Care Act” blows up the insurance market in order to mandate coverage


of the sick, it still throws a whopping $100 billion at states in order to further subsidies to the poor and the


sick (on top of Medicaid expansion and exchange subsidies).


Furthermore, the existence of the exchanges and the subsidies being steered to those exchanges will force


insurers to continue competing for government-run health care that is actuarially insolvent. This continued


structure will ensure that startup companies — which lack economies of scale to operate within this rigid


(albeit slightly relaxed) structure — cannot enter the market. That is the core of what ails the health care


industry. 


On top of leaving the regulatory regime and the rigid exchanges, this House bill replaces the income-based


subsidies with age-based subsidies – ranging from $2,000 for younger people to $4,000 a year for older


enrollees, and as much as $14,000 for a family. It is a massive new entitlement for middle-income and lower-


income Americans. It would apply in full for families earning up to $150,000, and then phased out $100 per


thousand dollars earned over that threshold. Thus, a family could theoretically get some sort of subsidy well


into the $200,000-plus income level. 


As for Medicaid, the draft plan grandfathers in the entirety of the Obamacare expansion. Worse, it doesn’t


freeze future enrollment for another two years, which will incentivize states to massively expand Medicaid


before 2020. It also throws another $10 billion to states that never expanded Medicaid. 


Between the regulatory structure, subsidies, and Medicaid expansion, this bill is Obamacare. Literally. 


… the GOP bill is actually worse than Obamacare for


two reasons: 1) It will exacerbate the death spiral of


fiscal insolvency; and 2) It will destroy the employer


market.
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But, in fact, the GOP bill is actually worse than Obamacare for two reasons: 1) It will exacerbate the death


spiral of fiscal insolvency; and 2) It will destroy the employer market.


The one part of the bill that does actually immediately repeal an Obamacare provision is the immediate


elimination of the individual mandate and the employer mandate that requires individuals to purchase and


employers to provide health insurance. 


By leaving the price-hiking regulatory and subsidy structure in place, yet repealing the individual mandate, this


bill will exacerbate the death spiral because people like myself — who are getting crushed with ridiculous


premiums — will dump their insurance. Likewise, employers who are now forced to provide insurance will


quickly dump their employees from their plans. 


This is what happens when Republicans focus on coverage numbers at the expense of lowering costs


through the regulatory structure. They achieve neither. While the individual mandate is replaced with a


provision mandating that insurance companies charge individuals who dropped their insurance an extra 30


percent when reenrolling, that provision doesn’t take effect until 2019. The adverse selection and death spiral


will be terminal by then ; the employer mandate is not replaced at all. 


Also, the 40 percent Cadillac tax on more expensive health plans is delayed from 2020 until 2025, but not


repealed.


Thus, House Republicans have replaced the notorious taxes, regulations, subsidies, and mandates of


Obamacare with … taxes, regulations, subsidies, and mandates. Except, this time, Republicans will own it. And


that is exactly what the lobbyists for the status quo wanted. 


Now that Republicans will have their reputation tethered to Obamacare, they will be forced to consistently


continue the hospital bailout program, otherwise known as Medicaid expansion. They will constantly be


forced to re-up the individual and corporate cost-sharing subsidies to make up the gap from getting rid of the


employer and individual mandates.


This is not a half a loaf, it’s a poisonous loaf


House leadership will tell its members, “Look, this isn’t perfect, but isn’t it better to take a half a loaf than no


loaf at all?” In reality, this is a poisonous loaf. Again: It doesn’t repeal Obamacare, will exacerbate the death


spiral, dump people off employer-based insurance, and force Republicans to own it this time. 


Yes, this is one of the rare instances when it’s better to do nothing if they don’t want to do the right thing.


There is no upside for a conservative to sign onto this, and only downside. Also, remember that the Senate


… this is one of the rare instances when it’s better to


do nothing if they don’t want to do the right thing.


There is no upside for a conservative to sign onto


this, and only downside.


RINO-Care: A more insolvent version of Obamacare … except this time GOP owns it
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Author Daniel Horowitz RMConservative


GOP is even more liberal than the House GOP, so this is the opening bid that will invariably get worse.


Big picture: The result of this bill is that insurance companies will continue to look to government to regulate


and subsidize. Thus, insurers will continue to run health care based on government and lobbyists to keep the


gravy train rolling, and box out competitors instead of being forced to compete directly with new insurers for


consumer business.


Under the guise of promoting expanded coverage rather than decreasing costs, this plan will exacerbate both.


Well done, Republicans. 


If nothing else, this is a vindication of those who warned during the primaries that Republicans were lying to


us all along. 


It’s time for President Trump to lead, or this is over.


RINO-Care: A more insolvent version of Obamacare … except this time GOP owns it
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Sen. Mike Lee, R-Utah, said on Wednesday that the Senate parliamentarian has


told him that it may be possible for Republicans to push harder on repealing


Obamacare's regulations than the current House bill, which contradicts the


assertion by House leadership that the legislation goes after Obamacare as


aggressively as possible under Senate rules.


"What I understood her to be saying is that there's no reason why an Obamacare


repeal bill necessarily could not have provisions repealing the health insurance


regulations," Lee said in an interview with the Washington Examiner, relating a


conversation with parliamentarian Elizabeth MacDonough about reconciliation


he had on Tuesday.


Lee also said that the parliamentarian told him it wasn't until very recently, after


the unveiling of the House bill, that any Republican even asked her about the


possibility of repealing regulations with a simple majority.


With a House vote currently expected on Thursday, Republican leadership is


scrambling for votes, trying to stave off a backlash from conservatives that could


sink the bill. One of the issues conservatives have raised is that the House bill


leaves most of the regulations in place, thus not combatting one of the main


complaints about Obamacare – its skyrocketing premiums and limited choice.


Because Republicans don't have 60 Senate seats to kill a filibuster, they have to


pass a healthcare bill through a procedure known as reconciliation, which allows


the majority party to pass legislation with a simple majority, assuming it meets a


Mike Lee: Senate parliamentarian told me it's possible to push harder on repealing Obamacare regulations | Washington Examiner
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certain set of requirements, including that all provisions be primarily budgetary


in nature.


Conservatives such as Lee have argued that Republicans should fight harder to


argue that the regulations, which have a clear budgetary impact, can be passed


through reconciliation. But House leadership and supporters of the bill have


countered that the legislation already goes as far as possible. House Speaker Paul


Ryan spokeswoman AshLee Strong, when asked about this by the Washington


Examiner last week, said "We've worked closely with the Senate to carefully craft


the bill to repeal and replace the law to the full extent allowed under the rules."


But having met with the parliamentarian, who plays a key role in advising the


presiding officer of the Senate over what's in bounds during reconciliation, Lee is


more convinced than ever that this is not true.


"One of the things we've been told over and over again is the bill was no more


aggressive than it has been... in part because of Senate rules," Lee said. "And the


Senate rules are something those defending the bill have repeatedly pointed to in


defense of why they wrote it the way they wrote it. The parliamentarian said,


there's not necessarily any reason that would categorically preclude you from


doing more, both on the repeal front and the replacement front, all sorts of


things are possible."


He continued, "What matters is how it's done, how it's written up. There are


ways it's written up that perhaps make it not subject to passage through


reconciliation, but there are other ways you could write it that might make it


work."


To be clear, Lee wasn't suggesting the parliamentarian indicated that repealing


the regulations would be definitely doable, but that, "There's no reason


categorically to conclude you couldn't."


He added, "She was also saying until very recently, nobody had even asked her


about it. And yet one of the arguments consistently used by those behind the bill


is, 'This thing is the most aggressive we can pass and can get through Senate
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rules.' And it's just not true."


He also suggested that authors of the bill were inconsistently applying their


understanding of the reconciliation process.


"That's one of the things that I find so stunning about this House bill," he said.


"It still does include things that could be really problematic, and that some have


suggested could even be fatal. So it's not as if they have crafted it in the most


cautious manner possible relative to the reconciliation rules."


Asked to comment, a senior Senate leadership aide referred back to my own


earlier reporting (http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/republicans-obamacare-


repeal-fight-turning-into-battle-over-senate-procedure/article/2617664) on the


matter. Last week I cited sources within Senate leadership who said that Senate


Republicans were engaged in ongoing discussions with the parlimentarian, the


first goal of which was to get a bill to the Senate that doesn't automatically get


ruled out of order on procedural grounds, thus blowing up the entire process


before Republicans get a chance to offer amendments. Sources said leadership


was open to pushing further, including on the regulatory front


(http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/senate-republicans-might-go-further-


on-repealing-obamacare-regulations/article/2617646), though one aide described


the possibility of getting rid of the regulations through reconciliation as a "long


shot."
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HEALTH CARE


Yes, 51 Senators Can Fully
Repeal Obamacare


MARCH 10, 2017 By Chip Roy


I like the Senate parliamentarian very much and consider her a friend from


my time in the Senate. I prayed for her when she had a family loss. She


prayed for me when I was sick with cancer. She’s a good public servant.


But she’s neither elected, nor the ϐinal word on the future of health care for


Americans. What she offers is her view on the Senate rules. At the end of


the day, the Senate decides the Senate rules. In this instance, both the


parliamentarian and the Senate can, and should, ϐind that full repeal of


Obamacare through the budget reconciliation process, and thus 51 votes, is


permissible.


For background, Republican leadership has long been saying that if full


repeal is sent from the House to the Senate, it will be deemed to violate


Senate rules under budget reconciliation. They claim this is because the


insurance regulations and mandates are merely incidental to the budgetary


impact of Obamacare and therefore would draw a budget point of order


requiring 60 votes to fully repeal the law’s insurance regulations and


mandates.


This is false. Obamacare’s onerous insurance regulations and mandates are


the primary drivers of individuals’ and families’ rising premiums and


deductibles. They are the very backbone of Obamacare’s oppressive


centralization of health care. The regulations and mandates are crippling


the health insurance market, driving up costs for patients, doctors, and


insurers and degrading the quality of care that patients are receiving.


To argue that their budgetary impact is merely incidental to the rest of the


law is absurd on its face. Even the Obama administration made this very


argument before the Supreme Court in King v. Burwell, arguing forcefully


that the regulations are inseparable from the rest of the law. Predicated on
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that alone, Congress has a case that full repeal through budget


reconciliation is viable.


Yet neither the House nor the Senate, have even attempted to pass a full


repeal of the law through reconciliation. The Senate parliamentarian hasn’t


even adjudicated whether she believes a full repeal is allowed under


reconciliation rules. After eight years of promising to fully repeal


Obamacare, Congress hasn’t even tried to do so in a process requiring just


51 votes in the Senate.


Also, should the parliamentarian present an unfavorable ruling, the Senate


has the power, as Sen. Ted Cruz articulated, to put Vice President Mike


Pence in the chair and overrule the parliamentarian. The Senate decides


the Senate rules.


Congress has promised to fully repeal this catastrophic law for nearly eight


years. Now that they control all levers of power, they are hiding behind


excuses and procedural theory to avoid making good on their promises.


Congressional leaders are putting the hypothetical opinion of an unelected


Senate employee above the promises they made to the American people,


above the preservation of America’s crumbling health-care system, and


above the quality of their constituents’ health care—all as an excuse to


avoid taking a consequential vote and doing the right thing for all


Americans.


They are out of excuses to ϐinally make good on their promise to fully repeal


the catastrophe of Obamacare. And the American people are out of


patience.


Chip Roy is the director of the Center for the Tenth Amendment Action at the Texas


Public Policy Foundation.


Copyright © 2017 The Federalist, a wholly independent division of FDRLST Media, All Rights Reserved.
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When it comes to repealing and replacing Obamacare, defenders of President Barack Obama’s


signature domestic law constantly ask, “What about those with pre-existing illnesses?”


After all, the most popular feature of Obamacare is that it prohibits insurance companies from denying


coverage because an applicant has a pre-existing illness. And President Donald Trump and House


Speaker Paul Ryan insist that those with pre-existing conditions will be covered. But by agreeing with


Obama on the issue of pre-existing illnesses, by promising to replace Obamacare “with something


better,” Republicans are making a massive concession: that access to health-care insurance should


be guaranteed by the federal government, and that denying people coverage based on their health


history is unfair and should be prevented by law.


That’s a lot for the supposedly limited-government party to buy into. Free markets are the best way to


improve quality, accessibility and affordability. But by campaigning to “repeal and replace”


Obamacare, by refusing to make the case that free markets beat government-controlled health care,


they’ve done just that. So the question now simply becomes who pays and how much.


When did health insurance become a right?


Did the Founding Fathers, under Article I, Section 8, grant the federal government the power and duty


to ensure “universal health-care coverage”? The answer is no, and there are many historical


examples that prove it.


Economist Walter Williams writes of Presidents James Madison, Franklin Pierce and Grover


Cleveland, and how they quoted the Constitution to turn away congressional attempts to spend


money when the federal government is not authorized to do so.


James Madison, known as the “father of the Constitution,” opposed a 1792 bill that would appropriate


$15,000 for French refugees. Madison said, “I cannot undertake to lay my finger on that article of the


Constitution which granted a right to Congress of expending, on objects of benevolence, the money of


their constituents.”


Some argued that the Constitution allows for benevolent spending under the general-welfare clause.


Not so, said Madison: “With respect to the words ‘general welfare,’ I have always regarded them as


qualified by the detail of powers (enumerated in the Constitution) connected with them. To take them


in a literal and unlimited sense would be a metamorphosis of the Constitution into a character which


there is a host of proofs was not contemplated by its creators.”


Later presidents understood this. President Pierce, in 1854, vetoed a bill meant to help the mentally


ill, saying, “I cannot find any authority in the Constitution for public charity.” To approve such spending,
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he said, “would be contrary to the letter and the spirit of the Constitution and subversive to the whole


theory upon which the Union of these States is founded.”


In 1887, President Cleveland vetoed a bill to send money to drought-stricken counties in Texas,


saying: “I feel obliged to withhold my approval of the plan to indulge in benevolent and charitable


sentiment through the appropriation of public funds. … I find no warrant for such an appropriation in


the Constitution.”


This brings us back to the issue of those with pre-existing illnesses. Before Obamacare, 35 states had


“high-risk pools” so that their residents with pre-existing illnesses could get non-group health


insurance. But what about states that don’t have high-risk pools? And even in states that do, some


people will not be able to afford it, even at a reduced and subsidized price. What to do?


The answer is charity.


Alexis de Tocqueville, the Frenchman who spent months studying America in the 19th century, wrote


this about America’s charitable spirit: “Americans group together to hold fetes, found seminaries, build


inns, construct churches, distribute books, dispatch missionaries to the antipodes. They establish


hospitals, prisons, schools by the same method. Finally, if they wish to highlight a truth or develop an


opinion by the encouragement of a great example, they form an association.”


As for why Americans donate so much to charity, Tocqueville considered it a matter of enlightened


self-interest: “American moralists do not claim that one must sacrifice oneself for one’s fellows


because it is a fine thing to do but they are bold enough to say that such sacrifices are as necessary


to the man who makes them as to those gaining from them. … They do not, therefore, deny that every


man can pursue his own self-interest but they turn themselves inside out to prove that it is in each


man’s interest to be virtuous. … Enlightened self-love continually leads them to help one another and


inclines them to devote freely a part of their time and wealth to the welfare of the state.”


Life is not fair. But it is unfair to assume that an America without a government-provided safety net


would turn its backs on the less fortunate. Charity is in America’s DNA.
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By: Daniel Horowitz | March 08, 2017


20 IDEAS TO CRUSH OBAMACARE AND CURE


AMERICA'S HEALTH CARE CRISIS


Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt. (F, 16%) is famous for declaring health care a right. He is actually correct if we were


to tweak his statement to read, “free market health care is a natural right.” Yes, we the people have a right to


finally create a free market health care system that will do to the medical field what Uber, Apple, Amazon,


Netflix, Walmart, FedEx, and UPS have all done to their respective industries.


Ever wonder why heart surgery costs $106,000 in America but only $1,583 in India? Do you find


the lack of an “Uber style revolution” in health care absurd?


In so many ways, health care and health insurance – and no, the two are not the same – have missed the


great technological revolution. The reason? Big, bad government.


It’s time to bust apart the regulatory state that enriches the big government-big business cartel. And we can


start with these 20 ideas on a state and federal level that kick government to the curb and return the power to


consumers, entrepreneurs, and health care providers:
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Health care reforms


End the medical malpractice boondoggle1.


Allow hospitals to turn away non-urgent illegal aliens2.


Offer a tax deduction for those providing health care to indigents3.


Reform FDA approval process … big time4.


Make more drugs available over the counter5.


Stop boxing out specialty hospitals with burdensome certifications6. 


Expand who can deliver care so health providers have to compete for the customer7.


Promote telemedicine and other modern delivery systems8.


Break the AMA monopoly on medicine and prevention of for-profit healthcare9. 


Repeal the HIPAA regulatory leviathan10.


Encourage health care providers to post prices online11.


Health insurance reforms


Tear down regulations12.


Promote health status insurance to deal with pre-existing conditions13.


Stop socially engineering employer-based insurance through the tax code and treat it the


same as individual plans


14.


Allow unlimited Health Savings Account spending15.


Let consumers and employers purchase health insurance plans across state lines16.


Permit individuals to pool together for group insurance17.


Change antitrust laws so Big Pharma’s stranglehold on competition is destroyed18.


Make Medicaid work with the market, not destroy it19.


Allow affluent seniors to opt out of Medicare20.


 


Health care reforms


1. End the medical malpractice boondoggle


:
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Medical malpractice is the 800-pound gorilla in the room when it comes to jacking up health care on the


supply side, even before we get to insurance. Moving to a loser-pay system and capping non-economic


damages will bring down the cost of medical malpractice insurance (which is passed down to the consumer)


and the enormous gratuitous cost of defensive medicine. The extra margin of profit will decrease pressure on


unsustainable hospital costs and allow doctors in out-patient clinics or offices to offer more bargains to their


clients.


Return to top


2. Allow hospitals to turn away non-urgent illegal aliens


: 


Hospitals account for 32 percent of all health care spending in America. Aside from the problems with


Medicaid, one of the big problems driving up costs is the prevalence of illegal aliens and indigent people who


use emergency rooms for primary care. Once again, the culprit is government. In 1986, Congress passed The


Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) which forced health care providers to offer care to


anyone irrespective of their ability to pay. While we obviously want to care for anyone with an urgent need,


hospitals must be given discretion to turn away those who do not have an urgent need. This provision was


part of “The Patient Option Act,” (H.R. 2900) introduced by former Rep. Paul Broun (R-GA). Getting rid of this


massive unfunded liability will curb skyrocketing hospital costs and improve access to emergency care.


Return to top


3. Offer a tax deduction for those providing health care to indigents:


 


One of the ways for government to work with, not against, the market and civil society is to grant doctors the


ability to write off any health care they provide to the indigent sick as a tax deduction.


Return to top


4. Reform the FDA approval process … big time


: 


It takes years and well over a billion dollars for companies to develop a single drug due to the outdated FDA


approval process. Aside from jacking up the price of drugs and preventing lifesaving cures, this process once


again benefits large pharmaceuticals and serves as a bar for smaller companies to enter the field of R&D. The


entire process needs to be streamlined, and the government needs to approve third-party certification


organizations that would compete against each other in offering alternative certifications for medicines. They


should also have an expedited process for approving drugs already in use in other developed countries.


Furthermore, the FDA should create a parallel “preliminary approval” process for drugs that are not fully tested


yet, but are given over to health care providers with the publicly advertised caveat that they are free to use at


their own risk. See more FDA reforms in this article from The Heritage Foundation. 


Return to top


5. Make more drugs available over the counter
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:


Liberals love discussing marijuana legalization, but have supported needless regulations on basic drugs used


for common ailments. Making more drugs available over the counter, such as cholesterol medication and


contraception (yes, liberals, we’re looking at you), will drive down costs. Moreover, consumers would begin


paying for more medicines out of pocket and be more cost conscious, which would have a further


self-fulfilling deflationary effect on pricing.


Return to top


6. Stop boxing out specialty hospitals with burdensome certi  cations


: 


Any health care provider who wants to innovate with specialty ideas or establish new hospitals are


automatically confronted with the near-insurmountable “certificate of need” (CON), which requires them to


undergo a cumbersome process of licensing. CON requirements exist on top of the regular licensing


requirements and FDA regulations. Like most regulations and barriers to innovation in health care, they were


created by the existing health care establishment and serve as a way to box out competition and new ideas.


Return to top


7. Expand who can deliver care so health providers have to compete for the


customer


: 


With the growth of health care extenders, such as physician assistants, nurse practitioners, pharmacists, and


optometrists, there is the potential for a revolutionary second tier of access to health care that will lower


costs across the board while still providing quality care for many basic health care needs. At the behest of the


big medical lobbies, states have imposed gratuitous restrictions on the scope of practice for extenders,


thereby denying consumers more choice, competition, and cheaper options, especially for the poor. Health


care professionals must have the opportunity to practice in the field up to the scope of their training and


education without limitations engendered by lobbyist-driven greed.


Return to top


8. Promote telemedicine and other modern delivery systems


: 


Much like e-commerce and online schooling, there is no reason more aspects of healthcare can’t be delivered


electronically. This can lower labor costs and foster more competition and innovative ideas. But once again,


burdensome licensing requirements and other regulations, imposed by lobbyists to protect the status quo,


serve as an impediment to creating such competition. Even states like Texas bar doctors from issuing


prescriptions without in-person visits, which are often gratuitous and needlessly over-utilize service while


inflating costs.


Return to top
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9. Break the AMA monopoly on medicine and prevention of for-pro  t health care


: 


One of the biggest problems driving up costs in health care is the shortage of doctors, which is expected to


grow in the coming years. One of the reasons for this shortage is that the federal and state governments have


given the American Medical Association a complete monopoly over medical school accreditation and


physician licensing the same way they allowed the American Bar Association to control (and destroy) the


legal profession. As my colleague, Logan Albright has written, “[T]hese boards effectively function like


government regulatory agencies, with the important difference that they lack the opportunity for public


comments, and thus are immune from any political pressure from citizens.” They are also largely responsible


for the “certificate of need” regime, restrictions on scope of practice, and barriers to telemedicine.


One of the worst incumbency protection rackets promoted in most states by the AMA is the restriction on


“Corporate Practice of Medicine.” This doctrine has essentially prohibited private corporations from practicing


medicine or employing health care providers. In some states, it has prevented hospitals from employing


physicians to provide out-patient services.


This has created a non-profit monopoly over healthcare and is probably one of the single most impactful


factors in preventing the Uber-ization and Walmart-ization of health care. As Professor John Cochrane


explains, “About 70% of hospitals and 85% of health-care employment is in non-profits, whose legal and


regulatory treatment protects much inefficiency from competition. If United [Airlines] didn’t have to pay taxes,


Southwest’s job would have been that much harder.” Imagine if liberal lobbyists got states to box out FedEx


and require the use of the U.S. Postal Service. These regulations need to be loosened.


Return to top


10. Repeal the HIPAA regulatory leviathan


: 


The entire accountability side of the 1996 HIPAA law was rooted in the provisions of Hillarycare. Under the


guise of combating medical fraud and protecting privacy, this unconstitutional federal power grab has


essentially criminalized basic medicine in so many ways and has created a labyrinth of regulations and paper


work that drive up the cost of health care at every level of the supply side. Its overzealous privacy regulations


are a big culprit in preventing innovation in healthcare mobile communications. Given the existence of the


already onerous state regulations, it’s time for Congress to repeal many of these provisions at the federal


level.


Return to top


11. Encourage health care providers to post prices online


: 


One of the biggest impediments to health care working like a competitive free market is the lack of price


transparency. This has been fostered by the existing socialist system, which obliterated any desire to peg the


costs to services actually rendered. By implementing a number of the aforementioned health insurance


reforms and fostering more choice, competition, and individualized cost-conscious consumers, the natural


outcome would be that consumers would gradually force health care providers to advertise their prices.
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Return to top


 


Health insurance reforms


12. Tear down regulations:


Between Obamacare’s coverage mandates and the pre-ACA state and federal regulatory apparatus, the


insurance market is not only regulated but severely limited in what in can offer. It’s time to tear down those


walls and encourage states to do the same. Any insurer should be able to offer any type of plan under any


circumstance to any individual or group.


Let insurance companies experiment with new ideas that solve issues like pre-existing conditions. The


insurance regulatory regime should be focused solely on enforcing the contracts insurers make with


consumers.


Keeping regulations to a minimum will lower costs, remove the bar to entry for start-up insurance companies,


break the Big Government/Big Pharma monopoly on health care, and foster even more competition, choice,


and cost transparency.


Return to top


13. Promote health status insurance to deal with pre-existing conditions


: 


One specific area of insurance that the federal government should leave completely free of regulation is any


idea to solve the problem of pre-existing conditions through the marketplace. One proposed solution is health


status insurance, broadly popularized by University of Chicago Professor John Cochrane.


These plans would work much like life insurance: Consumers purchase an insurance plan to cover potential


changes in their “health status” that would otherwise jack up premiums or make it hard to purchase new


coverage. Parents could take out plans for children before they join the workforce — or even unborn babies —


at dirt cheap rates. Let's say Tom and his family have health status insurance. Tom's daughter develops


asthma and his wife is diagnosed with high blood pressure. Their health insurance rates go up. But, health


status insurance kicks in to pay the higher premiums. Alternatively, Tom would receive a lump sum payout to


be managed in a trust-style account to directly pay the health care costs. He could purchase specific options


or riders for varying health anomalies (diabetes, heart disease, cancer). The options are endless.


Health status insurance will encourage insurance companies to offer tailor-made health plans or multi-year


contracts that will protect those who later develop chronic conditions. Health insurance will become portable


and untethered to employment decisions, a change in health status, relocation, or young adults moving off


their parent’s plan.


Return to top


14. Stop socially engineering employer-based insurance through the tax code and


treat it the same as individual plans
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:


The original sin of government intervention in health care was the creation of the employer tax exclusion for


health insurance. It is truly the pre-existing condition to most market inefficiencies in health care.


Born out of WWII-era wage controls, the federal government essentially codified insurance as part of salaries


with a tax exemption for employer-provided health insurance officially created by a 1954 IRS reform bill. The


distortion to both the labor market and the insurance market has been cataclysmic. Every year, roughly $275


billion is pumped into over-utilizing and distorting the product of health insurance rather than increasing


wages.


Those who purchase insurance privately are at a disadvantage, and people are reliant on their employment


situations for insurance. This kills entrepreneurship and discourages job mobility, especially for someone


who develops health problems while grandfathered into an employer-provided plan.


Other forms of insurance let customers establish long-term relationships with the insurer and customers are


eligible for discounts. Employer-based health insurance removes the personal element that tailors plans to


the individual and could potentially encourage a healthy lifestyle.


Ideally, we would repeal this market distortion and remit the $275 billion in new revenue back in the form of


an across-the-board business tax cut. This would create jobs, raise wages, decouple insurance from


employment, massively reduce inflationary pressure on insurance, and flood the individual market with choice


and competition. Politically speaking, however, people are so accustomed to getting their insurance “taken


care of” by the employer that they might not appreciate the net benefit in earnings.


The next-best option is to grant individuals who purchase insurance in the private market the same tax


deduction afforded to employer-sponsored insurance. This will 1) incentivize savings, 2) cut overutilization, 3)


grow wages and jobs, 4) create downward pressure on prices and relieve those in the individual market, and


5) further lower prices by encouraging more people to purchase insurance. With lower prices and numerous


options in the individual market, coupled with a tax deduction and expanded HSAs, many individuals will take


their full salary from their employer and cost-consciously purchase their own private, portable plan. 


Return to top


15. Allow unlimited Health Savings Account (HSA) spending


: 


HSAs have been one of the few health care success stories in recent years. Customers are allowed to put up


to $6,500 in tax-free income into an account that is then used to cover health care costs. Unfortunately, that


limit is way too small, and HSAs cannot be used to cover premiums under current law. Allowing them to cover


anything up to $12,000 for a family would go a long way towards forcing individuals to make cost conscious


decisions, and would further decrease prices. This would represent a massive $9 trillion tax cut, and would


reallocate money from inefficient, over-utilized fourth-party payers of insurance to cost-conscious


consumers.


Return to top


16. Let consumers and employers purchase health insurance plans across state
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lines


: 


If insurance is enough of an interstate commerce issue to regulate people into oblivion at a federal level, then


the federal government should be able to invoke the Commerce Clause to tear down the barriers to


purchasing insurance across state lines. Indeed the Supreme Court has said as much [United States v. South-


Eastern Underwriters Association, 1944]. This will foster massive competition, make insurance portable, and


together with individualizing insurance through equal tax treatment and expanded HSAs, will save many


individuals who get sick later in life after moving to different states from the problem of pre-existing


conditions.


Not only will this reform create a more competitive national market, but it will induce states with a costly


regulatory burden to get with the program and relax their regulations to compete with the more pro-consumer


states. It will also create momentum for states to ease regulations on tele-medicine from out-of-state


providers.


Return to top


17. Permit all individuals to pool together for group insurance


:


One way to lure people away from the non-portable employer-based model is to allow individual neighbors


and friends to create associations and negotiate directly with insurance companies just like employers do.


Breaking down any such regulatory barrier will, in conjunction with the advent of a tax deduction for personal


insurance, encourage many people to claim their full salary (without withholdings for employee-contribution


to employer-provided insurance) and opt to buy their own private insurance, albeit with the improved


negotiating power of pooled resources.


Return to top


18. Change antitrust laws so Big Pharma’s stranglehold on competition is destroyed:


 


Leave it to government to regulate insurance to death but exempt the industry from the one regulation that is


actually needed to foster a true free market. The McCarran-Ferguson Act of 1945 exempted the insurance


industry from antitrust laws and made it almost impossible for insurance start-ups to open new businesses


and compete. In conjunction with onerous regulations crafted by the few insurance companies and their


lobbyists, the bar to entry is insurmountable and creates a pro-incumbency bias towards existing pharma


lobbyists. Repealing the antitrust exemption while eliminating most other regulations is the perfect mix to


foster maximum competition, cut lobbyists and government out of price controls, and allow consumers to


control the market.


Return to top


19. Make Medicaid work with the market, not destroy it


: 
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Imagine what would happen to the price of home or auto insurance if the federal and state governments were


responsible for 50 percent of the payments. Prices would skyrocket for those who want to pay for the policies


on their own. That is exactly what has happened in health care —state and federal governments are


responsible for over half of all insurance payments. While it’s hard to reform all of these programs in the span


of one presidency, we must at least begin with Medicaid.


The combined federal-state expenditure for Medicaid is approaching $600 billion, and is responsible for 17


percent of health care spending. It is also responsible for inflating the cost of hospital care, which by itself is


the single biggest cost to our health care system. The cost of covering an individual in the subpar Medicaid


program was $3,247 per individual in 2011 before Obamacare was enacted. In 2015, according to data from


the Department of Health and Human Services, the cost of enrolling an individual in Medicaid doubled to


$6,366 per individual. And that is only for the second year of implementation. The cycle of regulations, public


funding, overutilization, and an inability to peg the cost to the service has created a circuitous death spiral of


unaffordable costs and unsustainable subsidies. It’s nothing but a handout to hospitals and insurers


promoted by their lobbyists.


Converting Medicaid into a voucher program that allows low-income individuals to purchase the plan of their


choice and rewards them for making cost-conscious choices will go a long way in curing the death spiral of


costs. Then, giving Medicaid funds to states in a “block grant” — one lump sum with no conditions attached


— will allow individual states to further innovate in cutting costs because they would no longer have the


enticement of unlimited matching funds commensurate with their spending binge, but would be unshackled


from the federal regulations.
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20. Allow af¡ uent seniors to opt out of Medicare


:


This is one simple Medicare reform that is a political slam-dunk. Under current law, every senior must enroll in


Medicare Part A (hospitalization) or forfeit their right to Social Security. It simply makes no sense to force


wealthier seniors off private insurance if they are willing to forfeit a benefit and cut the federal budget while


not contributing to the overutilization of health care.
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Once government and the lobbyists they support are out of the way, there is no limit to the innovation that


can take place. There are obviously some elements of health care that will never work exactly like Netflix or


iPhones, but opening the market up to private sector innovative ideas and competition will create growing


momentum for choice, competition, and efficiency. As with so many other aspects of the economy,


consumers will be the ultimate winners.


There is no middle ground with this problem.


We either double down on the counterintuitive pursuit of universal coverage or we focus on lowering costs


and restoring the concept of insurance to health insurance. Either we believe we can tax, regulate, mandate,


and subsidize our way into solvency and prosperity or we marshal efficient modern market forces to innovate


and grow wealth. After 70 years of trying the other side’s ideas, isn’t it time for a change?
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Democrats are smiling in D.C. that the Freedom Caucus, with


the help of Club For Growth and Heritage, have saved Planned


Parenthood & Ocare!
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.@POTUS Unfortunately experts agreed AHCA wouldn’t truly


repeal Obamacare & lower premiums, agree with you we can


now get better bill
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I take it GOP leadership still hasn't told Trump the PP provision


was a 1yr bait and switch? See page 23 of CBO cbo.gov/system
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H.R.3762 - To provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 2002 of the concurrent resolution on
the budget for fiscal year 2016.
114th Congress (2015-2016)


Legislation Congressional Record Committees Members


Introduced Passed House Passed Senate Resolving Differences To President Vetoed by President


Failed to pass over veto


Sponsor: Rep. Price, Tom [R-GA-6] (Introduced 10/16/2015)


Committees: House - Budget


Committee Reports: H. Rept. 114-293


Latest Action: 02/02/2016 On passage, the objections of the President to the contrary notwithstanding Failed by the


Yeas and Nays: (2/3 required): 241 - 186 (Roll no. 53). (consideration: CR H482) (All Actions)


Roll Call Votes: There have been 22 roll call votes


Tracker:


Summary: H.R.3762 — 114th Congress (2015-2016)


There are 4 summaries for H.R.3762. Passed Senate amended (12/03/2015) Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:


Passed Senate amended (12/03/2015)


TITLE I--HEALTH, EDUCATION, LABOR, AND PENSIONS


(Sec. 101) This bill amends the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) to terminate the Prevention and Public Health Fund, which provides for inve


prevention and public health programs to improve health and restrain the rate of growth in health care costs. Unobligated funds are rescinded.


(Sec. 102) Funding for community health centers is increased.


(Sec. 103) Certain funding for U.S. territories that establish health insurance exchanges is no longer available after 2017.


(Sec. 104) The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) may not collect fees or make payments under the transitional reinsurance program.


(Sec. 105) This bill makes appropriations for FY2016 and FY2017 for HHS to award grants to states to address substance abuse or to respond to urgent mental


TITLE II--FINANCE


Summary (4) Text (5) Actions (113) Titles (5) Amendments (47) Cosponsors (0) Committees (1) Related Bills (2)
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(Sec. 201) This bill amends the Internal Revenue Code to require individuals to pay back the full amount of advance payments in excess of their premium assista


credit. (Currently, there is a limit on the amount of excess an individual must pay back.)


(Sec. 202) Provisions relating to the premium assistance tax credit, reduced cost-sharing, and eligibility determinations for these subsidies are repealed on Dece


2017.


(Sec. 203) The small employer health insurance tax credit does not apply after 2017. (This credit is for certain employers who make contributions toward employ


coverage purchased through a health insurance exchange.)


(Sec. 204) The penalty for individuals who do not maintain minimum essential health care coverage is eliminated.


(Sec. 205) Large employers are no longer required to make shared responsibility payments.


(Sec. 206) For one year, this bill restricts the availability of federal funding to a state for payments to an entity (e.g., Planned Parenthood Federation of America)


is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization;


is an essential community provider primarily engaged in family planning services and reproductive health;


provides for abortions other than abortions in cases of rape or incest, or where a physical condition endangers a woman's life unless an abortion is perfor


received a total of more than $350 million under Medicaid in FY2014, including payments to affiliates, subsidiaries, successors, or clinics.


(Sec. 207) This bill amends part A (General Provisions) of title XI of the Social Security Act (SSAct) to require the additional payments to U.S. territories for Medi


the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 to be made by the end of FY2017 instead of the end of FY2019.


This bill amends title XIX (Medicaid) of the SSAct to end the expansion of Medicaid under PPACA on December 31, 2017.


After 2017, hospitals may no longer elect to provide Medicaid services to individuals during a presumptive eligibility period.


States must maintain Medicaid eligibility standards for individuals under 19 years old through FY2017 instead of through FY2019.


The federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP, the federal matching rate for Medicaid expenditures) for U.S. territories is 50% after 2017 (currently, the FMA


The increased FMAP for childless adults and home and community-based attendant services under PPACA ends December 31, 2017.


After 2017, states may no longer elect to provide certain individuals with a presumptive eligibility period for Medicaid.


Medicaid benchmark plans are no longer required to provide minimum essential health benefits after 2017.


After 2017, states are no longer required to operate a website for Medicaid enrollment that is linked to the state's health benefit exchange and Children's Health I


program (CHIP).


(Sec. 208) Medicaid allotments for disproportionate share hospitals are increased.


(Sec. 209) The excise tax on high cost employer-sponsored health coverage (popularly known as the "Cadillac tax") does not apply after 2017.


(Sec. 210) Health savings accounts (HSAs), Archer medical savings accounts (MSAs), health flexible spending arrangements (HFSAs), and health reimburseme


arrangements may be used to pay for over-the-counter medications.


(Sec. 211) This bill lowers the tax on distributions from HSAs and Archer MSAs that are not used for medical expenses.


(Sec. 212) Salary reduction contributions to an HFSA under a cafeteria plan are no longer limited.


(Sec. 213) The annual fee on manufacturers and importers of brand name prescription drugs is eliminated.


(Sec. 214) The excise tax on medical devices is eliminated.


(Sec. 215) The annual fee on health insurers is eliminated.


(Sec. 216) Medical costs are allowed as a tax deduction regardless of whether the costs are taken into account when determining the amount of the subsidy for a


sponsored retiree prescription drug plan under Medicare part D (Voluntary Prescription Drug Benefit Program).
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(Sec. 217) A tax deduction is allowed for medical expenses in excess of 7.5% (currently, 10%) of adjusted gross income.


(Sec. 218) The additional Medicare tax on income above a certain threshold is eliminated.


(Sec. 219) The indoor tanning services tax is eliminated.


(Sec. 220) The net investment income tax is eliminated.


(Sec. 221) A health insurer is allowed a tax deduction for the full amount of an employee's compensation. (Currently, there is a limit on the amount of an employe


compensation that a health insurer may deduct.)


(Sec. 222) Provisions relating to the economic substance doctrine are repealed. (The economic substance doctrine treats a transaction as having economic subs


has a purpose other than reducing income taxes. Currently, there are penalties for claiming tax benefits for transactions without economic substance.)


(Sec. 223) Funds are transferred from the Department of the Treasury to the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust Fund.
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FINAL VOTE RESULTS FOR ROLL CALL 568
(Republicans in roman; Democrats in italic; Independents underlined)


H R 3762 RECORDED VOTE 23-Oct-2015 11:57 AM


QUESTION: On Passage


BILL TITLE: Restoring Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act of 2015


AYES NOES PRES NV


REPUBLICAN 239 7


DEMOCRATIC 1 182 5
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TOTALS 240 189 5
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